Introduction
The radiation emitted in the collision of a fast charged particle with a nucleus has been treated in quantum mechanics by Heitler, Bethe, and various other authors. $ In all cases the nucleus has been considered infinitely heavy, the field of the nucleus being then an external field so that the problem reduces to a one-body problem. It may be of some interest to consider the more general case, where the two colliding particles have masses comparable with each other. When a fast particle traverses matter many different elementary processes are possible. Some of these are: (1) collisions with the atomic electrons; (2) collisions with the atomic nucleus in both cases without emission of radiation; we further have (3) radiative collisions with the atomic electrons; and (4) radiative collisions with the nucleus. If the colliding particle is an electron the third process is of the type we wish to consider where the masses of the particles are comparable.
For not too large velocities of the incident particle the stopping of the particle is mainly due to the first process, which has been treated in quantum mechanics by various authors. § For very large velocities and large atomic number the fourth process is the most important.|| If, however, the velocity is very large and the atomic number small the third process will presumably give a contribution to the stopping which is large compared with that of the first and comparable with that of the fourth process. Further, when one has treated the radiative collision of two electrons, one can immediately answer two other questions. If one of the electrons after the collision is in a negative state the collision process is the converse of the photo-production of a pair of positive and negative electrons in the presence of an electron. And if both electrons are in a negative state after the collision we have the converse process of the simultaneous production of two pairs by a photon. (The last process is only possible if the particles are not free.)
The problem of the radiative collision of two particles can be treated with the quantum electrodynamics of Heisenberg and Paulif and Dirac. % These theories, however, involve the well-known difficulties of the infinite self-energy of the particles, and to get physical results from the theory one has afterwards to subtract infinite terms. We therefore propose another method which allows us in an elementary way to treat the radiative collision independently of quantum electrodynamics. The adopted method is a correspondence method which forms an immediate generaliza tion of the method previously used in the treatment of the non-radiative collision of fast particles. § 1-We distinguish the two colliding particles by the suffixes 1 and 2. Let us suppose that both particles separately obey a Dirac equation having the masses ml y m 2, and the charges -e1 and -e2 re For free particles the eigenfunctions are of the form Here the label n1 indicates a state in which the first particle has the momentum p 1/ c the energy Ex and a definite direction of spin. Th are four eigenfunctions with the same value of px corresponding to the two different directions of spin and the double sign of the energy. The amplitude ax has four components and is supposed to be suitably normal ized. It is practical to imagine the particles enclosed in a box of finite volume V and afterwards to let V become infinite. In this case px takes on only discrete values and we can put
The same holds for the second particle. (1) (2) Let = (px°, Ej0) and n 2° = (p 2 , E 2°) be the initial states of the two particles. We ask for the probability of a transition in which particle 1 goes over into the state nx = (px, Ex) and particle 2 n2 -(P2' £2)* while a photon of frequency v = (E /1 + E 2° -E x -E 2)jti is emitted into the solid angle d Q . ,i n the direction of the unit v a transition (n^, n 2°) -> (nx n 2) without emission of radiation one forms the charge and current density corresponding to the transition nx -* n1 of the first particle. The corresponding electromagnetic field is then treated as a perturbation of the second particle which causes the transition « 2° « 2. The calculation is formally analogous to a photo effect.
It is now a natural generalization of the method used in I to treat the present case, where a photon is emitted during the collision, analogously to the case of light scattering which can be treated by the correspondence method of Klein.f Accordingly we have to consider the change in the current distribution of the one particle caused by the perturbing field originating from the transition of the other particle and to calculate the electromagnetic radiation corresponding to this change in the current density. We shall now state the theory in detail and later discuss the question of the uniqueness of the results obtained.
The real charge and current density corresponding to a transition between the states n f and nx is given by . _ h2c2el a xa xei(Pl°_Pl'x)//tc
If one of the colliding particles are not free but subject to an external field the eigenfunctions of this particle are not plane waves and we have to take instead of (7) O
If we introduce the expressions (1) for the functions cf> n in (8) it becomes identical with (7) (cf. II, p. 543, 544) . It is easily seen that (8) is a solution of (4) in the more general case.f We now have to consider the influence of the potentials (5) on the particle 2. Temporarily dropping the suffix 2 we write the Dirac equation for this particle in the form
and H is the hamiltonian without interaction. Following the method given by Klein ( cit.) for the case of an external field we try to find approximate solutions of (9) where cf> m is an eigenfunction of H and F m and F m* are independent of t.
Introducing (11) into (9) and neglecting higher terms of U x and U x* we get the following equations for F m and F m* :
These equations can be solved in the usual way. We expand the function F m in terms of the complete set o f eigenfunctions < /> s of the operator H : that is F = 2 F 6
A m " 1 m* r s * s
Introducing this into (12) The general solution 4 of (9) can now be obtained by superposition of all possible solutions xm; that is m (for the moment we do not suppose the x's to be normalized). For the corresponding current density we get neglecting higher terms in F and F* and arranging the sums in a suitable wayt where J° is the current density corresponding to the undisturbed eigen functions and j + F m*a<^) enEm-v e+hnm + (conjugate complex term).
ml
Let us consider the term for which / = and mWriting the suffix 2 in again, and using (6), (13), (13a), we get for this term of J1 with and J 2 = J 2 = J '2 e~2'ut + (conjugate complex)
Supposing the quantity (15a) to be positive, it is clear that the current (15), which oscillates with the frequency v, must be connected with the radiation emitted during the transition («i°n2°) -> («i«2). We cannot, however, directly take (15) as the current producing this radiation, as it refers only to one particle. Until now the method has been unsymmetrical with respect to the two particles. It is clear that there must be complete symmetry. Simultaneously with (3) we have, therefore, to consider the zero order charge and current density corresponding to a transition of particle 2 between the states n2° and n2. We get them from (3) in replacing the suffix 1 by the suffix 2. In the same way we get the corresponding potentials from (5), (7), or (8). Then we consider again to the first order the change in the current density of the first particle which arises from these potentials and pick out the term which oscillates with the frequency (15a). This term we get from (15) and (16) by inter changing the suffixes 1 and 2; that is
The whole current oscillating wth the frequency v is then given by with J = J 1 + J 2 = J'e~2ltivt + (conjugate complex)
(18) (All functions < f > are now assumed to be normalized.)
We now have to calculate the field produced by the current density (17) according to Maxwell's equations. The solution is given in the usual way by means of retarded potentials. Let P be a point lying in the direction n and at a distance r from a fixed point inside the region (the box) where the collision takes place. If r is large compared with the dimensions of this region we get for the vector potential at P A = -e~-wiAl~r!r) B + (conjugate complex) (19) cr with B = j j | j ' e -i(k (20)
The integration in (20) is to be extended over the whole space. Equation (19) represents an outgoing electromagnetic wave. The in tensity at the point P of the radiation component corresponding to a definite direction of polarization is given by Poynting's theorem ; we get the expression c , /2tt v .2 4S \ ? 7
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where Bk is the component of B in the direction of polarization. This quantity multiplied by r2dClk and divided by h\> will then give us the probability that a light quantum of definite polarization and energy k = is emitted into the solid angle d£lk during the transition («1°«2°) -(«1«2)-Using (20), (18), (16), and (16a) we get for this probability
term with 1 and 2 interchanged = -j^d C lA X (»x, n 2; «x°, n f ) Let us now consider a little more closely the case of free particles. We introduce the special expressions for the s and for U x given by (1), (2), (10), and (7). Since there is " conservation of momentum " in all the matrix elements appearing in (22) the infinite sums over s2 reduce to finite sums over the four states of a definite momentum. Also one sees that only those processes are possible for which it is true that We now want to calculate the cross-section d O for the following process: the particle 1 is scattered into the solid angle having an energy between Ex and Ex + dE1 after the collision; a light quantu into the solid angle dOk. To obtain this cross-section we ha (22) over all values of p 2 and over all values of px lying inside the region [dOEi; (Ex, Ex + dEft\, the number of these px-values being equal to dQ.Kip1E1 dEjV/h3c3. According to the method of normalization adopted in (2) we have further to divide by v^/V = cJp10/E1°V (vk is the initial velocity of particle 1).
In this way we get
(1 and 2 interchanged) 2. (24) In this expression the values of p2 and k are understood to be given by the equations (23) and (15a)
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The sums 2 and 2 appearing in (24) are to be extended over the four
states corresponding to the momenta Pi' = Pi + K Pi" = Pi0 -K respectively. If the particles are electrons we have inside | |2 in (24) to subtract the term which one gets by interchanging the final states (PiEO and (p2E 2) ( c f .( 22a) ). Let us now consider the case where one of the particles, say particle 2, becomes infinitely heavy. For m2 oo with finite momenta we have E 2 -E 2° 0 and « '2aw"2 -> 0, where and here are the amplitudes of two arbitrary waves. Therefore the term (1 and 2 inter changed) goes to zero. We have also i72w2° -* 1 or 0 according to the amplitudes w2 and u2° correspond to the same or to different directions of spin. If we put e2 = Ze and e for d Q > in this limiting case (25) is just the formula of Bethe and Heitler.f It could be obtained by a direct application of Klein's correspondence method, since the field of the infinitely heavy particle can be treated as an external field.
The conditions that (24) shall go over into (25) in the limiting case m2 00 removes any arbitrariness in our method. For instance, it is clear that we have to consider the real charge and current densities + p<«" Jn.v + in (3) instead of just p ,,^ and other wise we should have got only the first term in (25).
Since we have used only relativistically invariant equations and expres sions such as Dirac's equation, Dirac's expressions for charge and current density, and Maxwell's equations, it is clear that the method is relativisti cally invariant.
2-In this section we shall treat the problem by means of the quantum electrodynamics of Heisenberg, Pauli, and Dirac. Neglecting infinite terms arising from the self-energy of the particles, we get the same results as in § 1. We use the form which has recently been given to the theory of Fock.J According to Fock the behaviour of the system of particles and photons can be described by a set of functions '-p2> • ••> ^a, each of which is a function of the co-ordinates xx and x 2 of the particles. The <y'th function < J> a further depends on the momenta k J c, k 2/c, kJ c and directions of polarization j\, j 2, ..., of q photons. These functions have the following physical meaning: I (Xi, X2; k j j , k 2y2, ..., k |2, and this expression gives the probability of finding one photon in each o f the q states, k^, k 2y2, ..., k Q j Q and the two particles at t The functions are determined by the following sequence of equations (cf. V. Fock, loc. cit., equations (53), (54), and (71)): 
(q = 0, 1, 2, ...).
For simplicity we have dropped the arguments xl5 x 2, and the indices j in the ^-functions. From now on the symbol k indicates a state in which the photon has the momentum k jc and a definite polarization. Accordingly the integration over k' in (26) is understood to include summation over the two directions of polarization. H = H x + H 2 is the hamiltonian of the particles neglecting the interaction with the field:
where a,.(s) is the component in the direction of polarization of the Dirac matrix vector a (s) belonging to the 5th particle. Finally G is the con jugate operator to G and Y = exe2/| xx -x 2 | is the electrostatic interaction between the particles. Actually we have already in (26) left out certain divergent integrals which correspond to the electrostatic self energy of the particles.
To solve the equations (26) we expand the functions in terms o f the complete set o f eigenfunctions < f> n of the operator H ; that is (Xi, x 2; kx, ... ka) = S aa (n; kls ... ka) < f> n (xlf x (? = 0, 1, 2, ...).
Further we expand the coefficients a a in terms o f ascending powers of the charges ex and c 2; say aa (n ; klt ... ka) = S aa-( ; kl9 ... ka),
where a ,1 ' is of the v'th order in the charges. Since G is of the first and V is o f the second order in the charges we get from (26), (28), and (29) 
for all times.
Using (31) and (30) From (30), (31), and (32) we get and also
133)
ii(E^-E^jo -\-Tc')tl fl
The radiation corresponding to this first approxim ation is equal to that which one gets from the " unperturbed " current density J° in (14) and will not concern us here. In the case o f free particles it gives no con tribution at all.
Using (30), (31), (32), and (33) we get
and
'(Em-E0+A:')</w_ E m -E^o + k r . e ,r(En -E m-k')tjn°,
This approxim ation gives, apart from certain infinite terms, the formula for the non-radiative collision derived by the correspondence method in
I.t
Using again (30), (31), (33), and (34), we have
gi(E"-Em+i'ji//i _j_ (term with k and k' interchanged) 
Em -E"o + k l e HVn --E H.+ k + V )tin -J C« E " -E m + i ' W -1 lE" -E"0 -t k + kE " -+ + (term with k and k ' interchanged).
Finally we get from (30)
Introducing the expressions for a f , a f, and gi (36) and integrating we get
In this expression we have left out all those terms which do not fulfil the law of the conservation of energy. Since H = H x + H 2 is the sum of the hamiltonians of the two particles the eigenfunctions < j > H of H are products of the eigenfunctions 4> ,h and < j> ,h of Hi and H 2 respectively.t Accordingly En is equal to Eni + E,h and similarly for the other states appearing in (37). Introducing (27) into (37) one sees at once that only terms which are proportional to exe f and e2e f appear. The terms proportional to e f and e f vanish Em E". *j~ Ert E,.« + + (w, I U i 1 /wa) (wa | | «2°)-E EW lo + E% Ĵ (EW i + EH 2"-Eni°-Ena°4-A ;)/^ -1 E n. + E" -E". -E" 0 + A :
(42) I term with 1 and 2 , V interchanged Since the operators G 2 and ei{k'x*)IK c commute, the first term in (42) cancels. The probability per unit time for a transition in which the
